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CLAUS-PETER HAAKE — ARABIC CALLIGRAPHY

REFERENCES

Sennett, Karen. "Islamic Calligraphy from the Wellcome Library. Chicago 2002 (Stendel's Editions)."

Further detailed bibliographical references are contained in the notes.

NOTES

1. Recent introductions among countless publications and competitions on Arabic calligraphy are: Schimmel 1986, Exhibition catalogue, Seville 2008; Blair 2001; Mandell 2004, A good example of introductions to modern Islamic calligraphy introductions is found at http://islamicartmag.com.
JÜRGEN VON NABHARDT — CALLIGRAPHY IN PAKISTAN
REFERENCES

REFERENCES

NOTES
1. Fremgen 2003: 146 (fig. 13); Fremgen 2006: fig. 19.
2. This is the form of the same name's common among Punjabi followers of the cult; the Sindhi name is Rohid Balber.
3. On the stringing mixture between the figures of Lal Shahbaz Qalandar and the ancient indek deity, Jashn Lal see Khan 2008: 81-87.
7. This Pakistani photographer Umar Gharri met the same divine during the festival of Wasi Shar in Jindal's Shar Khan. Then the latter were named a true prophet with a long inscription (Gharri 2007: 302).
PILLOW WITH RELIGIOUS INSCRIPTIONS

This large pillow imitates the famous pillows of the Holy Kaaba. The horizontal body of the lock is decorated on both sides with gold inlaid religious inscriptions. On one side is the 1443 AD, on the other, illustrated here, the opening verse of surat al-‘An’ nas fathaneh is ‘fathaneh muhunun’ — ‘Verily, we have granted thee a manifest victory’.” This verse of the victory sura of Medina refers to the handing over of the city of Mecca to the Prophet. The word ‘fathaneh’ means “to open” and thus points to the function of the pillow.
FIG. 66

DIRAHM (OVERSE)
Abdallah, al-Mahdi Muhammad as he is apparent, dirham, Rayy in Iran, year 1464 H/763-64 CE, 2.74 g; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 2002-09-029 (donated by Rüdiger Bettenhausen).

FIG. 67

DIRAHM (OVERSE)
Abdallah, al-Marun, "Al-rida al-cafir al-hurr, Fud (Un Sahi) a sijieh, dirham, Kishan (pre-money order in central Iran), year 2044 H/1439-14 CE, 2.97 g, 27 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 328-801.

FIG. 68

DIRAHM (OVERSE)
Abdallah, anonymous, time of al-Marun, dirham, Maximal al-Salih, year 208 H/825-26 CE, 2.68 g, 26 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 325-610.
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QUARTER DIRHAM (OVERSE)
Abdallah, al-Mahdi Mahdi ibn Ali (890-903) quarter dirham, (Baghdad), year 282 H/895-96 CE, 0.7 g, 11 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 323-709.

FIG. 70

"ADI" DIRHAM (REVERSE)
Bustaibi, Qawaam, 1168-1172 A.D., acknowledging the Bustaibi al-Qawaam as owned, good silver (silver dirham, Shiraz (in south-western Iran), year 1014 H/609/10-CE, 3.07 g, 27 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 2002-09-137 (donated by Rüdiger Bettenhausen).
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DIRAHM (OVERSE)
Bastarkud, Ahmad ibn Mohammad ibn Ahmad, acknowledging the Samarkand ruler Temur, dirham,prix (as issued, Kishk in present-day northern Afghanistan), year 292 H/904-05 CE, 2.95 g, 28 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 329-618 (Universitätskabinett Collection, 1856).
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DIRAHM (OVERSE)
Ghaznavids, Mahmud, dirham, Ghazni (in present-day Afghanistan), year 406 H/1015-16 CE, 3.77 g, 24 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 2002-13-015 (donated by Ahmad Kritzer).

FIG. 73

DIRAHM (OVERSE)
Sakho in the East, Sultan Senjer acknowledging a Muhammad Tapar as superior sultan, and the caliph in Baghdad, dirham, West (pre-money order in northern Afghanistan), year 489 H/1097 Nav.-16 Dec. 1098 CE, with a tamgha here a word 2.82 g, 24 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 2003-17-017 (donated by Ahmad Kritzer).

FIG. 74

SIDHRAM (OVERSE)
Khwarazm-Shah, Mohammad ibn Talabul, Samargand (in Uzbekistan) dirham, silver dirham, year 610 H/1213-14 CE, 9.30 g, 45 mm; Oriental Coin Cabinet, Jena, inv. no. 430-343 (British Museum Collection, London, 1848).
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